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A Fast Algorithm for Searching All Multi-State
Minimal Cuts
Wei-Chang Yeh, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Evaluating network reliability is an important topic
in planning, designing, and control of systems. Many real-world
systems are limited-flow (multi-state) networks composed of
multi-state components, and their reliabilities can be computed in
terms of minimal cut (MC) vectors to level (named -MC). A
straightforward exact algorithm is presented here. The idea is to
find all -MC prior to calculating the limited-flow network relia-
bility between the source, and the sink nodes (i.e. the one-to-one
reliability), under the condition that all MC are known in advance.
The proposed method is more efficient and effective compared to
the existing algorithms in deleting the duplicate -MC, verifying
-MC candidates, and finding the lower bounds of edge capacities
in -MC. The concepts of the proposed algorithm are novel, and
first developed, followed by the analysis of associated computa-
tional complexities. Further, an example is provided to illustrate
the generation of all -MC, and verify that the obtained -MC are
not duplicated.
Index Terms— -MC/MC, limited-flow (multi-state) network,
network reliability, perfect node, unreliable node.
ACRONYM1
MC/MP minimal cut/path.
Min-cut minimum cut.
NOTATION
the number of elements of , e.g., is the
number of nodes in .
the probability of .
a limited-flow network with the set of edges
, the set of nodes
, denotes the
max-capacity of for , the source
node 1, and the sink node , respectively.
For example, Fig. 1 is a limited-flow
network with ,
, and
, where edge is
marked by .
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1The singular and plural of an acronym are always spelled the same.
, the number of nodes in and edges in ,
respectively.
, the th element in and the edge from
nodes to in , respectively.
the capacity level of edge
under the system-state (vector)
.
the lowest capacity of edge among all
-MC.
the network corresponds to
except that the max-capacity of is changed
to for all . For example, Fig. 2
is the network represents w.r.t.
Fig. 1, where .
the residual network corresponds to
after sending units of flow
from nodes 1 to . For example, Fig. 3
represents w.r.t. Fig. 2 after
sending 7 units of flow from nodes 1 to 4,
where .
the th MC in .
a system vector in which the capacity level is
1 for the th unreliable component and 0 for
other unreliable components. For example,
in Fig. 1.
, the number of MC, and -MC candidates
obtained from each MC, respectively [20],
[23].
, and
.
For example, and
in Fig. 1, where
.
the max-flow in the network .
NOMENCLATURE
Cut an edge set such that there exists no path
from the source node to the sink node after
removing it. For example,
is a cut in Fig. 1.
MC/MP a cutset/path between nodes and such that
any subset of cutset/path is not a cutset/path,
i.e. if any edge is removed from the set, then
the remaining set is no longer a cutset/path.
For example, is a MC in
Fig. 1.
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MCV nodes in the sub-network
containing node 1 after removing
MC .
Min-cut a MC with minimal capacity.
For example, in Fig. 1, MC
is also a min-cut.
Capacity level a non-negative integer-valued
flow requirement for a given
problem. Usually it is a random
variable whose distribution
can be determined through
continuous observation, and
forecasting.
-MC A system-state vector is a
-MC, where (the
max-flow in ),
iff , and
for
each .
the flow conservation law the total flows into and from
a node (not source and target
nodes) are all equal.
Reliability in this paper, it is specifically the
probability of a live connection
between the source node, and the
sink node.
Reliability for level the probability that units of
flow can be transmitted from the
source node to the sink node.
ASSUMPTIONS
The limited-flow network satisfies the following assumptions
[20], [23]:
1) Each node is perfectly reliable.
2) The graph is connected, and free of self-loops.
3) The capacity of each edge, say , is a non-negative integer-
valued random variable according to a given distribution.
4) The capacities of different edges are -independent.
5) All flows in the network obey the conservation law.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORK modeling is employed to validate, verify thedesigns of, and evaluate the performance of many real-
world systems, such as computer and communication systems,
power transmission and distribution systems, transportation sys-
tems, and oil/gas production systems [1]–[23]. Multi-state sys-
tems may be regarded as limited-flow networks whose edges
have independent, discrete, limited, and multi-valued random
capacities. Reliability is usually one of the most important in-
dexes of this network.
The general methods for reliability evaluation tend to focus
on one-to-one network reliability analysis. The obvious diffi-
culty in modeling the network reliability is its direct dependence
on the size of the network, and needless to say the complexities
are enormous while dealing with multi-states. Network relia-
bility evaluation is -hard [1], [2]. Its approaches exploit a
Fig. 1. The example network    .
Fig. 2. The network deduced from          w.r.t. Fig. 1.
Fig. 3. The residual network   w.r.t. Fig. 2 after sending 7 unit ca-
pacities from nodes 1 to 4 for         .
variety of tools for system modeling, and reliability index cal-
culation. Among the most popular tools for evaluating the exact
network reliability are network-based algorithms established in
terms of minimal cut (MC), or minimal path (MP) [4]–[15]. An
MP/MC is a path/cut set such that if any edge is removed from
this path/cut set, then the remaining set is no longer a path/cut
set. However, locating all MC/MP, and evaluating network reli-
ability are both shown to be #P-hard [1]; it is as hard, or even
harder than NP-complete problems [1], [2].
The reliability of multi state networks can be computed in
terms of MC vectors to level (named -MC). A -MC is a spe-
cial MC, but formatted in a system-state vector, where is the
lower-bound points of the system capacity level [16]–[23]. The
most efficient of the existing methods for evaluating the exact
reliability of a flow network with or without unreliable nodes are
formulated in terms of -MC [16]–[23]. These studies assume
that all MC were pre-computed, which are then employed to
construct a mathematical programming model. All real -MC
are selected from the feasible solutions which are -MC can-
didates obtained from such mathematical programming model
using some methods such as the flow algorithm, and the com-
parison method.
No existing method can yield real -MC candidates without
duplicates during enumeration. All -MC-based methods for
determining the exact network reliability have computational
difficulty that grows exponentially with the number of -MC.
It is cumbersome if all duplicated -MC need to be eliminated
and/or applied in calculating the exact network reliability. There
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are several known algorithms in the literature that can be em-
ployed to find the duplicated -MC between two special nodes
[16]–[23]. These algorithms can be organized into the following
three categories.
1) Comparison method: This method compares each -MC
with all the other -MC. If any two -MC are equal, it im-
plies that one of them is a duplicated -MC, and can be
removed. The comparison method is simple, though very
inefficient. The time complexity of the related best algo-
rithm for finding all -MC is [16]–[19], [21],
[22].
2) Restriction method: A newly generated -MC candidate is
needed to verify each restriction rule obtained in the current
restrictionset. If anyoneof these restriction rules isviolated,
thecorrespondingnewlygenerated -MCcandidate isaban-
doned because it is either not a real -MC, or is a duplicated
version. Otherwise, it is a -MC without duplicates, and a
new restriction derived from this new -MC is added to the
restriction set. In contrast to other methods, this particular
method generates the least number of -MC candidates, and
also excludes duplicates from the final -MC list. However,
itneeds toverifywitheachrestriction rule, and the timecom-
plexity of the related best algorithm for finding all -MC is
in the worst case. Note that there is an error in
one theorem of [20], as pointed out in [23]. However, this
theorem was not applied in Yeh’s algorithm in [20], yet it
turns out that Yeh’s algorithm is still the first, and also the
best available restriction method [20].
3) Self-test method: This is a relatively new concept, and it
tries to find a criterion for judging whether a newly gen-
erated -MC (candidate) is a duplicate without comparing
it with other -MC. Without the need for comparisons, the
self-test method is the most efficient way of finding the du-
plicated -MC. In the algorithms proposed by Yeh in [20],
and Yan & Qian in [23], several efforts have been devoted
to reduce the number of -MC candidates, and remove du-
plicated -MC. However, no judging criterion can really
achieve the above purpose.
From the above discussion, it can be understood that existing
algorithms either fail to remove all duplicated -MC effectively,
or need to make an additional exponential number of compar-
isons to detect and completely delete the duplicated -MC.
Thus, there is a need for a new algorithm for the -MC-enu-
meration problem without generating any duplicated -MC.
The purpose of this paper is to propose an intuitive, effective,
and efficient algorithm based on simple concepts to generate all
-MC. The uniqueness of the proposed algorithm is that there is
no duplicated -MC, and is extremely beneficial in calculating
the exact network reliability.
This paper is organized as follows Some important proper-
ties, lemmas, theorems, special networks, and well known al-
gorithms are discussed in Section II. Section III presents the
proposed method in detail, along with a discussion on its time
complexity. Section IV illustrates how to find all -MC without
duplicates through a numerical example using the proposed al-
gorithm. In the end, Section V provides concluding remarks,
and directions of future work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the common methods for generating & veri-
fying all -MC candidates, and deleting duplicated -MC, are
introduced. Before presenting the proposed method for elimi-
nating all duplicated -MC, some recent published methods in
verifying and reducing -MC candidates are discussed as fol-
lows. Each (real) -MC is also a -MC candidate. Therefore,
most of the existing methods need to search for all -MC can-
didates before finding all -MC, and they all employ a step of
searching for -MC candidates by implicit enumeration using
(1)–(3) listed in the following lemma. This lemma for networks
without unreliable nodes is taken from Jane et al. [16]. It is ex-
tended to networks with unreliable nodes in the implicit algo-
rithm to generate all -MC candidates by Yeh in [20].
Lemma 1: Let be a -MC; then there exists at least one
MC, , such that the following three conditions are held:
(1)
for all (2)
for all (3)
Each feasible solution of the mathematical model listed in
Lemma 1 is a -MC candidate. Therefore, we have the following
two properties.
Property 1: A -MC is a -MC candidate generated from at
least one MC using (1)–(3).
Property 2: If system vector is generated from MC , then
.
From the characteristic of the implicit enumeration method,
there is no duplicate in making the -MC candidates if they
are generated from the same MC. Hence, there is no need to
eliminate the identical -MC candidates.
Property 3: If and are two -MC candidates gener-
ated from using Lemma 1 based on the implicit enumeration
method, then .
The time complexity of the existing -MC algorithms are
all obtained according to Lemma 1, which is proportional to
the number of -MC candidates. If the number of -MC can-
didates increases, the efficiency of finding all -MC decreases.
According to the Restriction Method originally proposed by Yeh
[20], the more restriction rules, the fewer associated -MC can-
didates. The following lemma is the foundation of Yeh’s algo-
rithm in [20]. It not only reduces the search space for finding
-MC candidates, but also avoids the generation of any dupli-
cated -MC.
Lemma 2: Let be a -MC (candidate) in . If
(4)
then -MC candidate is not a real -MC.
The following corollaries state two special, useful cases of
Lemma 2.
Corollary 1: If is a -MC in , , and
,; then , and for all
-MC .
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Corollary 2: If is -MC candidate with , and
for some ; then is not a real -MC.
After generating a real -MC, say , the sum of all unsatu-
rated edge capacities, i.e.
(5)
will be added to the restriction rules. Therefore, the number of
restriction rules is increased by one while a new real -MC
is found. The cost for verifying all restriction rules also in-
creases with the number of restriction rules. Yan & Qian [23]
have recently proposed an algorithm to simplify the method pro-
posed in [20] by finding only the lower capacity bounds before
searching for all -MC candidates. Their algorithm was formu-
lated based on the following lemma.
Lemma 3: Let if , where
, and are two arbitrary MC. If
(6)
then the system vector obtained from MC is a real -MC,
where
if
if (7)
for all . Moreover, for any other real -MC ,
we must have .
We might view the running time for implementing Lemma 3
as being composed of the time for sorting the MC, and the time
for calculating (6). For a network with arbitrary edge capacities,
sorting requires time. And the time for calculating
(6) requires for all edges. Therefore, the total time com-
plexity of finding all lower capacity bounds is . Fur-
ther, the final -MC list may also contain duplicated -MC. If
a comparison method is used to eliminate the duplicated -MC,
the time complexity could be in the worst case. It is
directly proportional to the number of MC, and there is still a
lot of room for improving its efficiency. A novel method is pro-
posed from the following theorem to find for all
even though there is no need to know all MC in advance.
Theorem 1: If is the minimal capacity of such
that the max-flow from nodes to is equal to , where
, and , then
is a -MC, and , where
if
if (8)
for all .
Proof: Let be defined as in (8). Assume is
the min-cut corresponding to the max-flow from nodes
to in . Because
, we have
(i.e. ), is also a min-cut
in , and is a MC in . Equations
(1)–(3) are all held, and is a -MC candidate generated
from MC . Because is the minimal capacity of such
that the max-flow from nodes to is equal to , we have
, i.e. is a real -MC. If there
is any -MC, say , such that , then either
is not a -MC, or is not the minimal capacity of
such that the max-flow from nodes to is equal to . Both are
impossible. Therefore, , and Theorem 1 is true.
The Binary-Search method can be implemented to find
in Theorem 1 with at most time as follows:
Step 0. Let .
Step 1. Let , , and
for .
Step 2. Let the value of be the largest integer less
than or equal to .
Step 3. If , then let , and go to
STEP 6.
Step 4. If , then let , and go to
STEP 2.
Step 5. If , then let , and go to
STEP 2.
Step 6. If , then let , and go to STEP 1.
Otherwise, halt.
Hence, the total time complexity is only
(9)
for finding all lower capacity bounds, where is
the time complexity for finding the max-flow [3]. Because the
number of MC can be as large as [1], we have
(10)
Hence, the method developed from Theorem 1 is more efficient
than the one from Lemma 3 for finding for all [23].
The way of using these lower bounds is described below.
Corollary 3: Let be a -MC with . Then there
exists at least one MC such that the following four conditions
are held:
(11)
for all and (12)
for all and don't exist (13)
for all (14)
Whenever a -MC candidate is located, it is necessary to
verify that it is indeed a true -MC. It is sometimes possible
to realize that the obtained -MC candidates in the enumeration
step are in fact false -MC. Up to now, the best known algorithm
for verifying -MC candidates in the network was proposed by
Yeh [19]. It is developed from the following lemma, directly
using the -MC definition but with incorporated improvements
in calculating the max-flow, and on testing the -MC candidates.
Lemma 4: Let be a -MC candidate in . If
there is a path between the source node and the sink node in
for all , then is a real -MC;
otherwise, is not a real -MC.
The method of using Lemma 4 to verify general -MC can-
didates is the best of existing methods [19]. However, a more
efficient method is proposed to verify -MC candidates for the
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special situation wherein the related MC are also min-cuts after
the following the trivial property.
Property 4: A min-cut is a MC such that
for all MC .
Theorem 2: Let be a min-cut, and ; then
every system vector , such that the following three conditions
are held, is a real -MC:
(15)
for all (16)
for all (17)
Proof: Let be a min-cut in , and
(18)
Because , we have
(19)
(20)
(21)
If or , then (21) can be reduced to
(22)
which contradicts that is a min-cut. Hence, ,
and , i.e. each min-cut in must include
with capacity . Thus, is a -MC.
There is no existing method which could be implemented to
delete all duplicated -MC effectively and efficiently, even after
using Lemma 4 to verify -MC candidates. Therefore, a new al-
gorithm is proposed to overcome this hurdle in the rest of this
section. The following trivial lemmas show that the set of the
unsaturated edges in -MC is a key point for detecting dupli-
cated -MC.
Lemma 5: If , and are two -MC with
for all , then .
Corollary 4: If , and are two -MC with
, then .
Lemma 6: Let be a -MC generated from MC . If
, then is also a -MC generated from MC .
Corollary 5: If there is no intersection between MC , and
, then for all -MC , and generated from ,
and , respectively.
Corollary 6: Let be a -MC generated from MC . If
is also a -MC generated from MC , and , then the
duplicated generated from MC can be removed.
Corollary 7: If is a -MC first generated from MC , then
there is no need to verify whether is duplicated.
Starting from the simple concepts discussed above in The-
orem 1, and Lemmas 5 & 6, we have the following theorem
which is critical in this study, and forms the basis of the proposed
algorithm to detect & delete all duplicated -MC efficiently.
Theorem 3: Let
generated from Theorem 1 (23)
generated from
using Corollary 3 (24)
generated from
using Corollary and for
the total number of
and (25)
Then, is a complete -MC set with no duplicated
-MC.
Proof: Directly follows from Theorem 1, Lemma 5, and
Lemma 6.
Two special cases without needing to detect the duplicated
-MC are also discussed below.
Property 5: If for any min-cut , then there
is no -MC.
Proof: The max-flow from nodes 1 to is equal to
for any min-cut . Therefore, it is possible to send
any flow more than from nodes to .
Property 6: for any min-cut iff there is
only one -MC, say , and for all .
Proof: Immediately from the definition of -MC.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Like most approaches that search for all -MC, all MC are
assumed known in advance. All -MC candidates can then be
searched for and verified in the network to find the real -MC
without duplicates using the following steps:
Input: All MC in a limited-flow network .
Output: All -MC without duplicates.
Step 0. Let , and find for all ,
the related generated from Theorem 1 .
Step 1. Find all feasible solutions, say for
, generated from using Corollary 3.
If no such solution exists, then go to STEP 6.
Step 2. If , i.e. is a min-cut, then all
-MC candidates generated from are -MC (according
to Theorem 2), and go to STEP 5.
Step 3. If , then is not a -MC where
. If none of them is a real -MC, then return
to STEP 1.
Step 4. Verify whether -MC candidate is a real -MC
for , by using Lemma 4. If none of them is
a real -MC, then return to STEP 1.
Step 5. According to Theorem 3, let
for all if , or let
for all and if
.
Step 6. If , then let , and go to STEP 2.
Otherwise, is the -MC set, and halt.
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Because the number of -MC candidates generated by each
MC is bounded by , the total number of -MC candidates is
. It takes time to verify whether a -MC
candidate is a real -MC in worst case from Steps 2 to 4. For a
network with arbitrary edge capacities, Step 5 requires at most
times to find the related min-cuts, and each comparison needs
time, i.e. in total. Therefore, the total time
complexity of finding all -MC without duplicates using the
proposed algorithm is
(26)
The following theorem summarizes the implication of the re-
lated result.
Theorem 4: The time complexity of the proposed algorithm
is less than for finding all -MC without duplicates.
The time complexity of all existing algorithms for generating
-MC indeed without duplicates is . From the time
complexity discussed above, the proposed algorithm is more ef-
ficient than the known algorithms [16]–[23].
IV. AN EXAMPLE
The general procedure discussed here is best illustrated with
an example. In most existing methods [16]–[23], the enumera-
tion of MC and -MC involves a computational difficulty which
may grow exponentially with the network size. Therefore, the
suggested method can be applied for networks of moderate size.
Owing to this inherent problem, a moderate sized network dis-
cussed in [23] is chosen to demonstrate the methodology. For
convenience, and easy understanding of the whole procedure,
let be the capacity of in a -MC w.r.t. MC . We then use
1) “ ” to denote that . Note that in
such case.
2) “ ” to denote that , and .
3) “ ” to denote that , and .
For example, is a 7-MC candidate
generated from MC , and
represents that with ,
with , with ,
with ,
with , and with .
Example 1: In Fig. 1, there are 4 MC: ,
, , and ,
where , , and are all min-cuts. Use the proposed algo-
rithm to find all 7-MC.
Solve:
STEP 0. Because , is a
7-MC from Theorem 1. In the same way, we have
, , and the related 7-MC
are , ,
, . Let , and
.
STEP 1. Find all possible feasible solutions of the fol-
lowing equations (related to , see Table I):
(27)
TABLE I
THE POSSIBLE FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS RELATING TO  
USING THE IMPLICIT ALGORITHM
Fig. 4.   .
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
STEP 2. Because , i.e. is a min-
cut, is a real 7-MC for ; go to STEP 5.
STEP 5. Because , let ,
i.e. is the first MC, and is not a duplicated -MC
for .
STEP 6. Because , let , and
go to STEP 1.
STEP 1. is the one and the only
feasible solution of the following equations (related to ):
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
STEP 2. Because , go to
STEP 3.
STEP 3. Because (see Fig. 4), go to STEP 4.
STEP 5. There is no path via in
(see the dashed line in Fig. 5) which is constructed by
adding into Fig. 4. In the same way, there is no path
via in for ,4,6. Hence,
is not a real 7-MC.
STEP 6. Because , let , and
go to STEP 1.
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Fig. 5.       .
TABLE II
THE POSSIBLE FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS REGARDING 
USING THE IMPLICIT ALGORITHM
STEP 1. Find all possible feasible solutions of the fol-
lowing equations (related to , see Table II):
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
STEP 2. Because is a min-cut, is a real 7-MC for
, and go to STEP 5.
STEP 5. Because , and ,
is not a duplicate for . However,
, is a duplicate, and can be removed. Thus, let
.
The search result for all 7-MC obtained using the proposed
algorithm is listed in Table III.
V. CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
The reliability problem plays an inevitable role in multi-state
system analysis. Most limited-flow network reliability evalua-
tion methods are formulated in terms of -MC. The majority
of the steps employed in these methods for verifying the candi-
dates are either superfluous, or produce many duplicate -MC.
By exploiting the -MC structure, and the special character-
istic properties of min-cuts in -MC, the proposed algorithm
not only generates fewer number of -MC candidates, but also
effectively avoids the generation of -MC duplicates. The pro-
posed algorithm runs in time, a significant improve-
ment over the previous time bounds; where , and
are the number of MC, and -MC candidates generated from
TABLE III
FINAL RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 1
the corresponding result is obtained according to Corollary 3.
the corresponding result is obtained according to Theorem 1.
there is no need to check for duplicates according to  in Theorem 3.
there is no need to check for duplicates according to  in Theorem 3.
the corresponding result is obtained according to  in Theorem 3.
the corresponding result is obtained according to Theorem 2.
the corresponding result is obtained according to Lemma 4.
any MC, respectively. Hence, the proposed algorithm is intu-
itive, simpler, and more efficient than the best of known algo-
rithms [20], [23].
Although we assumed that the nodes in limited-flow networks
are perfectly reliable, the proposed algorithm can be modified to
effectively accommodate unreliable nodes [20]. The proposed
algorithm may be easily programmed for the computer, and used
to solve real problems. The terminal pair reliability analysis
shown for a pair of nodes can, in the future, be applied to all
node pairs, and employed to calculate the reliability of larger
sized networks.
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